
ADDITIONAL FEATURES

You can continuously repeat one section by pressing and
releasing the BOOKMARK button at the beginning of that section.
Then press and release the button again at the end of the section.
The audio player will now continuously repeat that section. Press
the BOOKMARK button again to cancel the repeat feature.

If you want to advance or return to another section (track) press
the FF or REW button ONCE. If you press and HOLD the FF or REW

buttons the section will advance several seconds or minutes
(depending upon how long you press and hold the buttons).

The ON/OFF switch includes a HOLD setting. When the switch is
placed in the HOLD position all other buttons are disabled. This is
helpful if you want to listen to a recorded book while walking or
jogging; so if a button is bumped you won’t lose your settings.
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The Rio500 contains many features that make it suitable for
playing and storing music. These features are found on the MULTI

wheel and can complicate using the Rio for reading books.
Program, EQ, Repeat, Random, and Backlight are all unnecessary
for listening to books.

If the Rio display has a bold 1 or R at the top of the screen, the
repeat or random feature has been engaged. When this feature is
engaged the Rio will repeat a section or will select a section at
random (not usually the way we read books). Go to the MULTI

wheel to highlight the feature, and press the wheel in to turn off
the feature.

❇  Some of the text in this brochure was borrowed with permission from the Kalamzoo Public

Library.

You can delete a bookmark by
turning the MULTI  wheel and
highlighting the bookmark. Then
hold the BOOKMARK  button down
for 2 seconds.
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Choose different selections by working with the BROWSE button
and the MULTI wheel. Pressing the BROWSE button twice will
display the titles loaded on the player. Roll the MULTI wheel to
highlight a title then press the MULTI  wheel to select that title.

Press the BROWSE button once to display sections of a selected
title. Roll the MULTI  wheel to highlight a section (track).

Press the MULTI wheel to select that section. (Note: You must
press the MULTI  wheel within five seconds or your highlighted
selection will disappear from the display.)

Pressing the BROWSE button three times allows you to see
bookmarks. Press and hold the BOOKMARK  button (see illustration
on following page) for 2 seconds to create a bookmark. The word
“Bookmark” will appear on the display followed by 1-16. You
may set up to 16 bookmarks.

Press the BROWSE button three times to show the bookmark list in
the display. Turn the MULTI  wheel to highlight the bookmark.
Press the MULTI wheel again to select the highlighted bookmark.

   Right Side To adjust the volume, roll the
MULTI wheel on the right side of
the player. The player display will
show the volume level.

When you turn the player on the display shows the track number,
track playing time, and folder number.

Each audiobook is comprised of several tracks (or sections). The
track number will automatically advance in sequential order as
you progress through the audiobook.

The track playing time shows the time it will take to listen to the
track (or section). This information shows on the display.

Each title that is downloaded to the player is given a folder
number. The folder number displayed refers to the title you are
currently listening to.

QUICK INSTRUCTIONS

Move the OFF/HOLD/ON switch all the way to the right to turn on
the Rio500.
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Use headphones or the cassette adaptor to listen to a recorded
book.  To use the adaptor - plug the cord into the headphone
jack, insert the cassette into your car cassette deck, and press
PLAY on the player.

Press PLAY/PAUSE  to temporarily stop the player. Press the button
again to resume play (play will resume from where you stopped).
Press the STOP button when you finish listening. Move the OFF/

HOLD/ON  switch to OFF to conserve battery power when you’re
done.
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